
Head to the kitchen for a hands on experience with Black Barn’s 
Exectuive Chef, Chef Matteo! He will lead the preparation of 
Black Barn specialties like our Mushroom Toast and Fig Pizza 
while sharing stories of his own experience growing and 
developing his culinary skills. Following the cooking lesson, is a 
wonderful family style dinner or lovely reception featuring the 
dishes you prepared!

Join Black Barn in our rustic cellar to enjoy one of life's 
greatest pleasures: wine. During this event, you will taste 5 
different types of wines and deepen your understanding, 
from their fascinating history to the best food pairings. Our 
Sommelier will help the group explore the qualities of wines 
and provide the group with the knowledge they need to pick 
that perfect bottle!

Wine Tasting

Souffle Making 

Black Barn Experiences and Enhancements 

Cooking Lessons

Kick off the night with a champagne sabre by Chef- Owner 
John Doherty and follow him to the prep kitchen to prepare 
either a sweet or savory souffle. Donning aprons, you will 
have a hands-on lesson of mastering one of Chef Doherty's 
favorite dishes. Following the lesson, enjoy a wonderful 
dinner in which you taste your creation! 



Black Barn Experiences and Enhancements 

 
Enjoy an intimate, interactive format where you will be 
able to watch seasonally curated dishes come to life in 
our open kitchen. This 5 Course menu rotates monthly 
with great wine pairings for each course. 

 
Explore a range of spirits led by our expert mixologist. 
Learn more about the creation and distillation of each 
spirit.  

Upgrade your menu with our customized offerings such 
as the World Leaders or our NY State Menu. Possibilities 
are endless at Black Barn! If you have an idea, we can 
always put something amazing together. 

 
Enjoy the flavors of a Vintage Port starting off with a 
special tonging to preserve the cork of the aged bottle. 

-Spirit Tastings-

-Themed Menus--Chef's Table-

-Vintage Port Tonging-


